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XZ1J QSL CARDS READY FOR MAILING
For those who’ve been looking
for a QSL card from last November’s
XZ1J Myanmar-Burma operation your
wait may soon be over. An announcement posted recently on the DX Coffee web site says the cards have been
printed and all who have requested a
QSL will soon be receiving theirs in the
mail (http://www.dxcoffee.com/
eng/2014/03/07/xz1j-final-myanmar2013/).
The picture accompanying the DX
Coffee
announcement would seem to
XZ1J’s QSL Card ready to reply
imply
that
although there’s light at the
— DX Coﬀee foto
end of the QSL tunnel the sheer number of cards to be addressed, stamped and mailed is considerable. The first cards may go out next
week. Check for updates at http://www.xz1j.org/?page_id=37
The XZ1J team operated from November 15 – 26 and made ma total of 56,653 QSOs -- 7443
of those were with stations in the US! So, don’t be waiting too anxiously—as the phrase goes it will
soon be ‘in the mail’. For complete XZ1J stats go to: http://www.xz1j.org/?page_id=30

JH1AJT on XZ1J
—by Paul, N6PSE
JH1AJT-Zorro is the leader of the XZ1J/XZ1Z DXpeditions to Myanmar. I had the
pleasure of operating with
Zorro in November, 2013 as
a member of the XZ1J Dxpedition Team. Zorro is a legend in the DX World having
Zorro JH1AJT
led DXpeditions or having
operated from Eritrea, Bangladesh, Yemen, Laos,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Cambodia, Bhutan, Myanmar and
many others. — Continued on page 4
The March NFDXA meeting will
be 5 pm Sat Mar 15 at the Athens
Café, 6271 St Augustine, Jacksonville, FL 32217. RSVP soonest at
http://nfdxa.com/meeting/

March Program -The US Army
Signal Corps in Vietnam
NFDXA’s Bob Lightner,
W4GJ, a former US Army
signal corps officer, is a veteran of the Vietnam conflict and
observed the set-up and operation of one of the world’s
most sophisticated (and complicated) communications
Bob W4GJ
systems first hand.
Bob authored the first part of this article
which appeared in last month’s PileUp and will
present a slide and video program on the topic
at the March 15 NFDXA meeting. Material not
covered in either articlewill be shown.
Beginning on page 6 in this month’s issue is
the ‘rest of the story’, Part 2 of a brief History of
the US Army Signal Corps in Vietnam.
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NFDXA OFFICERS 2013
The North Florida DX Association, Inc. is a group of Amateur
Radio Operators located in north Florida and south Georgia
whose interests are primarily Contests and DXing. NFDXA typically meets on the 3rd Saturday of the month at a location selected by a meeting organizer. Visitors are always welcome. Officers
were elected for the calendar year 2014 are:
President
Mike Garcia, WFO mike6t7@cfl.rr.com

Vice President
Warren Croke, NW4C nw4c@nfdxa.com

Secretary
Mike Reublin, NF4L nf4l@nf4l.com

Treasurer
Jim Hughes, KC4FWS kc4fws@comcast.net

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee consists of the elected officers of the
Association http://www.nfdxa..com

Editor, NFDXA PileUp Newsletter
Warren Croke, NW4C nw4c@nfdxa.com or nw4c@cox.net
PileUp story ideas, manuscripts and photographs should be sent to
nw4c@cox.net

Proposed Amendment to the NFDXA By Laws
A new on-line North Florida DX Association Application Form has been designed.
As a result a number of by-laws changes
are now being proposed to align the current application process with the new online application.
The full text of NFDXA By Law 1.04 Membership
Application Process is reproduced on page 14 of this issue of the PileUp.
Words that are lined through are to be deleted.
Text that is blue is the proposed new wording.
Notice to NFDXA Membership
Keep your records up to date. All NFDXA members are requested to go to the club web site and check
their entry on the on the NFDXA Roster page. If any changes in address, e-mail or other information are
needed please notify NFDXA Secretary Mike Reublin, NF4L (nf4l@nf4l.com) at your earliest convenience.
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President’s Message
Hello fellow NFDXA members. I hope you are all cozy inside of your
Ham shacks waiting for the weather to improve and working DX. The past
few weeks in Palm Coast have been either cold or rainy. I had planned to
have my new 80/160 antenna up and working but, no such luck. As everyone knows DX waits for no one. The 160 meter band has been relatively
open as of late and I have been taking advantage of it as much as possible.
I enjoy the challenge of working Top Band from a postage size lot. If you
have not spent much time or any time on Top Band, I suggest you try it. It
will bring back the thrill you got when you first joined the hobby. Don’t get
Mike W1FO

me wrong, I enjoy working DX on all bands but, there is something about

Top Band that is just special, especially when you do it from a small lot. One will find themselves sitting
in their shack with a headset on just waiting for a signal to pop out of the noise. It’s addicting or maybe
it’s just me.
On another note, I look forward to reading the second part of Bob’s ( W4GJ) article on his experience operating from Vietnam. Bob will also be doing a presentation on his experience as a Signal Corp
Operator at this month’s meeting. I suggest you arrive early and find yourself a good seat. I am hoping
that other members bring forward some articles on their radio experiences or volunteer to do a
presentation on one of their favorite Ham Radio pastimes. I appreciate the members who have already
AGREED to write articles for the Pileup. In the future we should be reading about Mikes (NF4L) tower
project and I am very interested in reading Larry’s (K3LB) article on communication operations onboard
military aircraft. Well guys I know this is a short message but the weather is finally nice outside today
and I have an antenna project to get to. I am off for Spring Break from Daytona State College this week
and I hope to collect a few more contacts on 20 meters for the club contest. Take care and see you at
the meeting on Saturday.

— Mike W1FO

Minutes of February 2014 Meeting
There are no minutes to report as there was no ’official’ NFDXA
meeting in February.
Respectfully submitted, Mike, NF4L, Secretary
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- Story & fotos by Mike, NF4L

No I didn't call AMTRACK for tickets to Marion Island. And in retrospect, what happened really,
really wasn't funny.

Have You

Dave KI4DLS and I had arranged a schedule with Carson, ZS8C and were going to work him
from my Thought
station. Dave arrived, we connected with Carson on Skype, and went through a couple of
bands without
Abouthearing
Up-him.
Wegrading
decided toYour
call him and see if he could hear us. The amp went into a fetal position and shut
down withLicense
a HI SWR message. SWR was circa 9:1 everywhere. A frantic series of checks ensued.
Correct antenna selected? Yep. SteppIR on? Check. Amp on correct band? Uh-huh. Coax connected? RR. Class?
Dave left and I ran some diagnostics on the SteppIR and the control wiring checked out. That
left a couple more possibilities none of which could be checked from the ground. The most likely
was the driven element tape jumping off the take-up reel and fur-balling in the motor housing. Again.
I tried to arrange for a climber. My first contact has limited time available, it was going to be
a month or so before he was available. Later, I was grousing to K4UTE and mentioned I wished I'd
put up a crank-up tilt-over tower. Richard forwarded me a couple of emails detailing 2 towers for
sale, the closest being in Havana, just north of Tallahassee.
— The adventure continues on page 8

Mike (top) and Dave

Zorro Interview —Continued from page 1
Zorro is a very humble but accomplished man. He is the founder of a Prep School in Japan that specializes
in the education of students with special needs. Zorro now operates 16 branch schools with as many as 400
students. Zorro is also the founder and CEO of SEISA/The Foundation for Global Children.
To say that Zorro is a determined man is an understatement. He made over ten visits to Myanmar in the last
three years and has donated tens of thousands of dollars to establish various government programs in MyanPaul N6PSE mar. Zorro is a keen DXer, Dxpeditioner and Humanitarian.
Paul: Zorro when did you first become interested in radio?
Zorro: I was fifteen years old. Back then, I had to wait a year to take my license exam. I was very excited about radio as I still am today. Masa-JA1DM was my Elmer. He and JA1AEA taught me how to make QSOS.
Paul: Zorro what aspects of amateur radio appeal to you the most?
Zorro: I most like DXing and in keeping in touch with friends all over the world. Amateur Radio is still like magic to me.
Paul: Zorro, please tell us about
your work.
EVENTS
Zorro: I am an educator. In 1972, I founded a Prep School in Japan. We specialized in children with special needs, primarily Dyslexia.
Later, the school evolved into an inclusion style school with mixed students of special needs and non-special needs. This was revolutionary in Japan at the time where mixed needs students had always been segregated from other students. Since then, we have 16 branch
campuses with as many as 400 students.
Paul: Zorro please tell us about SEISA/FGC.
Zorro: The FGC was established in July, 2010 to conduct research into and survey problems pertaining to education, medical care and
the welfare of Children. I founded SEISA/FGC to improve education where it’s most needed and to provide training and scholarships for
students in the area of Technical.IT, Education & Health. In Bangladesh, we are supporting the Agrasara Orphans Home which provides
ITEMS
SALE
shelter and care for destitute children.
Here in FOR
Myanmar,
we are working with the Ministry of Communications, Ministry of Science &
Technology to make advances for the people of Myanmar. SEISA is donating two ambulances to the Ministry of Health and we have
donated significant funds to the Ministries of Health and Science here in Myanmar. All proceeds from the XZ1J Dxpedition will go to
support the FGC mission in Myanmar.
Paul: Zorro you have travelled the world and have operated in many rare and exotic places, which
were your favorite DXpeditions?
Zorro: Yes, I love to travel and do radio. My favorite activities have been in Eritrea, Bangladesh, Yemen, Laos, Bhutan, Kenya, Cambodia and of course Myanmar.
Paul: Zorro, how will ham radio be ten years from now?
Zorro: This question concerns me very much. I see those in the hobby becoming more selfish and poorly behaved. There is less goodwill
and ham spirit now than ever before.
Paul: Zorro, thank you for all that you have done for the amateur radio community.
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The World According to NU4Y
On the radio:
TheHave
VK9X
has been a bust from here. I see him spotted but he has
You
never Thought
been above ESP with my antenna system.
TheAbout
9J2T Uphas never been above ESP here either. And the pileups
grading Your
are something
else.
I tried
for an hour to work a HL on 40 meters, Guess I need bigger
License
amp, or Class?
a better antenna.
The weekend of the DX phone contest I heard KC4FWS trying to
Jim NU4Y
work a 9M6 on 20 meters, ALSO WR4K called me and we talked for
about 10 min. He was 10 over S9 from Atlanta on 20 meters. Said he put up a G5RV. It’s
working.
Listening to a few pileups, I thought about LID’s. What was a LID anyway? Well with
some unofficial Google searching, I found a couple of answers. One that sounded reasonable was “License In Doubt”, but it turns out the term was from before there was licensing. It came from the old telegraph days when poor operators would put the lid from
their tobacco cans on the sounders to increase the volume. These operators were considered un-experienced and poor. It was widely known that they were LID operators.
Then I thought about Jeff Foxworthy, what would he say?
If they DX op is working split. And you tune your amp on his freq.You might be a LID.
If your call is - - - NDI, and you use Never Drive Intoxicated for your phonetics, you
might be a LID. (I actually heard that one, the eastern European he was trying to work
never did get his call after 10 tries)
If you send or say UP more than 10 times in an hour, You might be LID
EVENTS
(For my Italian relatives that’s
UP-PAHHH)
If the DX has worked 3 other guys before you get your call sent. You might be a LID.
If you spot SO8T as S08T , You might be a LID.
If you say Split more than 10 times in an hour,You might be a LID.
If you say your personal is FRED, you might be a LID.
If you say your handle is FRED, you might be a LID. (my personal and handle are in the same location)
If you say Seventy Thirds,
youFOR
might
be a LID.
ITEMS
SALE
If the time between asking if the frequency is in use and you’re calling CQ is less than
10ms, you might be a LID.
If you don’t ask if the frequency is in use, you might be a LID.
If you think a beverage antenna has something to do with Heineken, you might be a LID.
(In my case, every antenna has something to do with Heineken)
If you need to adjust your S W R’s, you might be a LID.
And finally if the DX says “the Whiskey 4” and your call has a 2 in it and you answer
him, YOU ARE a LID.
— NU4Y
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Part 2

A Brief History of the Signal Corps in Viet Nam
2LT Robert L. Lightner
Have You
Thought
AboutaUpInterestingly,
key part of the mobile capabilities the Signal Corps delivered came about not because grading
of the fancyYour
long haul links running over the tropo and other networks set up by the outside
contractors, but by a simple airborne FM repeater system set up by Signal people in units such as
License
the 13th Signal Battalion. For example, in trying to meet the needs of the 1st Cavalry Division, their
Class?
client, the Signal
guys (mostly HAMs) in the 13th Signal Battalion came up with the idea of mounting
radios in fixed-wing aircraft and then circling those aircraft at 10,000 feet over the 1st Cav’s daily
battle area. By doing this the 13th was able to set up a method for retransmitting messages between
widely dispersed combat units on the ground. Through this simple expediency the LOS limits and
2nd Lt W4GJ
electro-magnetic absorption effects of the triple canopy jungles on PRC-25 transcievers could be
overcome, effectively extending the PRC-25’s range from around 5 miles to over 60. When the word got out as to what the
13th Signal Battalion had done, Signal units throughout Vietnam found themselves beseeched with similar requests by battalion and brigade commanders to help them set up their own helicopter borne command centers, equipped with radio consoles and no-nonsense solutions that would make any Signal HAM smile with pride.
Overall then, as 1965 unfolded commanders found that the number of problems affecting the Signal Corps’ ability to set
up a solid communication network had been dramatically reduced, if not completely overcome. Sure, there were still problems with not enough circuits, but this was more a matter of a lack of available resources stemming from the downsizing the
Signal Corps took after the Korean conflict than it was due to technical problems. Overall, traffic was flowing smoothly, albeit a backlog was beginning to develop.
To make sure the backlog did not get out of hand, plans were made to design and build a base theater network. The network would involve a wide array of routing and transmission methods that would reinforce the simple approaches used in
cases like the repeater aircraft mentioned above, with a more modern and well integrated battlefield communication network. Known as the Integrated Wideband Communications System (IWCS), the design was to blend automatic telephone,
RATT (teletype), and data systems with coastal undersea cables, and integrate all of these with the BACKPORCH and
WETWASH systems. The IWCS, designed to serve the Vietnam battle space as its first priority, would then be integrated
into the Global Defense Communication System.
With IWCS in place, things for the Signal Corps became much less dramatic as the conflict moved forward. By the time of
the infamous Tet Offensive, everyone knew their place, signal links were humming, and work progressed almost without concern as Signal Corps troops went aboutEVENTS
their daily jobs. Even Tet turned out to be merely a speed bump to the Signal Corps’
daily activities, for while 10 of the IWCS signal sites were hit during Tet the damage they suffered barely affected the “up
time” of the network.
Yes, problems with personnel did exist… such as a shortage of trained operators to run tropospheric scatter terminals.
However, in most cases solutions could be found. Of interest again is that even in these cases where problems did exist —
one more time everyone—they existed because of the downsizing of the Signal Corps at the end of the Korean conflict.
For example, while it was understandable that signal schools could not produce qualified graduates fast enough, what wasn’t understandable was why the Signal Corps could not reassign alITEMSpersonnel
FOR SALE
ready qualified
sprinkled around the world, from where they were to where they were
needed in Vietnam. The reason was that during the post-Korean conflict cuts, the section of the
Signal Corps that tracked personnel assignments in relation to their MOS qualifications had been
cut. Thus, since the records of previously trained personnel no longer existed in a format where
they could be cross linked to current assignments, it was impossible to either recall those people
who had left the military to active duty, or find and reassign them if they were still on active duty.
Adding to this difficulty, regulations at the time prohibited the involuntary reassignment of military personnel overseas for
two years. And while this was eventually reduced to 9 months for specific skills, the only viable solution to the problem was
to make it worthwhile for an enlisted man to “re-up” when his tour of duty was over. Thus, many a Signal Corps EM found
himself with a little extra cash in his pocket as the DOD offered ever increasing pay and reenlistment bonuses to both recruit and retain the skilled, combat hardened soldiers the Signal Corps needed. — Continued next page
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In early 1966 General Westmoreland created what was called the I and II Field Forces.
These corps-sized headquarters were assigned the task of overseeing operations in the II
and III Corps Tactical Zones [Editor’s Note: why the numbers don’t match, I don’t
know… but they don’t]. At the time, II and III Corps Tactical Zones were seeing the heaviest fighting and were in the greatest need of additional oversight.
Each of these Field Forces was assigned a Signal Officer,
along with a Signal Battalion. To make certain that these
two Signal Battalions shared information among themselves
and with the rest of the Signal Corps’ combat area commanders, as well as coordinate and improve their own
command and control of signal operations based on shared
knowledge of what was happening in other tactical zones,
in the spring of 1966 the Signal Corps created the 1st Signal
Brigade. (Look up my name under “Roll Call”).
Lt Lightner and friends off duty
Once created, the 1st Signal Brigade grew like Topsy
the elephant.
This new command was the first TOE brigade in the Signal Corps’ history, holding
within its arms all of the signal units in Vietnam except those that were intrinsic and organic to tactical units. As a unit, the 1st Signal Brigade consolidated all Signal units above
the Field Force level into one command, essentially merging both tactical and strategic
communication functions throughout the entire Vietnam combat area.

To make sure that each of the Tactical Zones were properly managed, the 2nd Signal Group was made subordinate to
the 1st Signal Brigade and given command over Signal operations in the III and IV Corps Tactical Zones. Offsetting this, the
21st Signal Group was given authority over Signal operations in the I and II Corps Tactical Zones. Finally, in early 1967 the
160th Signal Group was added as a commanding element with responsibilities for Signal operations in the Saigon and Long
Binh areas, with the 29th Signal Group in Thailand also being added to the 1st Signal Brigade, with responsibility for the flow
of communication between the two countries.
By the end of 1967 the United States had committed nearly 500,000 troops to the
Vietnam conflict. The Army provided about two-thirds of the total, including seven divisions and two separate brigades. The 1st Signal Brigade itself was comprised of twentyone battalions, organized into five groups. Its strength peaked at 23,000 men in 1968
(including an FNG--me), the majority of which served in one or another of the roughly
200 key signal sites spread throughout South Vietnam. Yet while they were posted to
EVENTS
Signal Sites, that didn’t mean they weren’t in the thick of the fighting. Signal Sites, while
strategically located for the purpose of providing communication, were little more than
forward bases stuck in the middle of enemy territory. By the summer of 1968 enemy
attacks on signal positions numbered an average of eighty per month.
I n addition to American forces, Australia, New Zealand, South Korea and Thailand all contributed units, as of
course did South Vietnam, bringing the total manpower engaged to well over a million. Unlike the situation during the
earlier Korean conflict, however, the U.S. commander had no command authority over any of these friendly troops. In researching this article I attempted to see if a study had ever been done on whether the American commander’s lack of comITEMS FOR
SALE
mand authority over the entire complement
of troops
available in Vietnam had any impact on the outcome of the conflict. I
was unable to find any such study… but one wonders what the result would be today if such had been the case.
— Concluded on next page
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of the Army Signal Corps during Vietnam

Everyone knows how the Vietnam conflict ended, so I won’t pursue
here either how it was conducted nor the interplay of politics in its ending. If justice is to be done to these topics, space far larger than that available in this newsletter would be needed. Instead, I will keep my focus on
the Signal Corps.
Looking at just the Signal Corp
side of things, as the conflict
wound down the size of the 1st
Signal Brigade decreased in lock
step with the political mandates dictating the rate and type of withdrawal. By 1972
the 1st Signal Brigade’s strength stood at less than 2,500 men. On 7 November 1972
the brigade headquarters left Vietnam and transferred its colors to Korea. The 39th
Signal Battalion, the first Signal unit to arrive in Vietnam, became the last to leave.
Fittingly, as its final conflict time mission the battalion supported the international
peacekeeping force that monitored the troop withdrawal and prisoner exchange. The
unit departed Vietnam on 15 March 1973, almost eleven years to the day after its
first elements had arrived.
By the summer of 1973 the United States had completed the withdrawal of its combat troops. — W4GJ

NU4F’s tower ’de-erection’ . . . Continued from page 4
I wrote to the contact guy, and over a week or so, we negotiated a deal. The tower was a 70 foot HyGain heavy duty
model, part of the estate of a Silent Key.

Steve AB4UF

Larry K4EB

Mike N4EPD

Next issue was getting the tower to Jax. A plea on the
club reflector resulted in Larry, K4EB offering the use of
his boat trailer, and Steve AB4UF offering to tow it. Mike
N4EPD signed on as crew, and on the appointed day we
met at my house. While we were hooking up the trailer,
the seller called and reported that the crane he had hired
to take down and load the tower had cancelled. He asked
us to hold in place while he tried to schedule another
crane. After about an hour, another crane was on tap, and
the expedition set off.

Three plus hours later we were in Tally, and decided to take advantage of the famous gourmet Scottish restaurant
(McDonalds) for lunch. While we were enjoying our repast the seller called and....another glitch with the crane. We drove on
the the seller's house and a few hours later had the beast on the trailer and headed back to Jacksonville, arriving home after
dark.
Steve came back over the next day and we somehow got it off the trailer and onto some
4x4s. I honestly don't remember any of the details of that. I do remember vividly that a 4x4
dropped on your foot hurts like hell. The broken toes turned out to be a fantasy. The main
cable was in bad shape, so I spent several days replacing it. It's ¼ inch diameter galvanized
aircraft grade cable. A local supplier is Southeast Rigging.
The next step along the journey was getting the old tower down. The tower guy and the
crane service had scheduling conflicts, so I had to cancel and find another climber. Dan K1TO
had some time that matched. He wanted to do the prep work one day and the de-rection
(don't think of the little blue pill here) the next day. Those two days turned out to be perfect
weather in between some nasty stuff.
— Continued on page 8
Dan K1TO at 70 foot level
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NF4L Tower De-Erection . . . The conclusion but stay tuned!

Breaking down the Rohn 25. L to R Dan, Mike Jim Joe

Dan Street K1TO, Joe Childress, Jim KC4FWS, Jim NU4Y, Mike N4EPD
(Camera shy helpers included: Steve WA4B, Richard K4UTE and Barry Baines WD4ASW)

On the second day a ground crew of WA4B, WD4ASW, NU4Y, KC4FWS, N4EPD, and K4UTE got all the scut work
done on the ground, Dan and Joe of J&J Crane got the tower down in 3 sections. Joe was able to pull the elevated guy pipe
out of the front yard and put it, the SteppIR and the HyGain in the back yard. Joe wanted the old tower to build a deer stand,
so we traded it for the crane work. Dan was on the tower three hours the first day, two hours the second, and there were
a couple of more hours spent to neaten up all the wires and cables.
My heartfelt thanks to all who participated. If anybody is thinking of a project that a crane would make easier, I highly recommend Joe Childress. Dan K1TO of A1 Tower Service did a terrific job for me.
Stay alert for the next exciting chapter, as I try to get a base excavated and poured, and devise a scheme to get this thing
vertical.
— Mike NF4L

DX ARCTIC-ANTARCTIC
D8 –ANTARCTICA (CQZ 30) Lee, DS4NMJ is QRV as D8A from the new station Jang
Bogo at Terra Nova Bay near the Italian station Zucchelli until January 31, 2015. Activity is on 160
to 10 meters using CW, with some SSB and RTTY. QSL via HL2FDW. – ARRL DX
R1AN – SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS (CQZ 13) Alexander, RX0QM is a member of
the 59th Russian Antarctic Expedition and is QRV as RI59ANT as of March 10 on Base Bellingshausen. QSL via operator's instructions. – ARRL DX
VK0H – HEARD ISLAND (CQZ 39) As a reminder the Heard Island DXpedition (VK0EK) led by KK6EK, Dr. Robert Schmieder has
been pushed back to January 2016 with details at http://www.cordell.org/HD/HD_pages/HD_News.html. -- DDX

DX INDIAN OCEAN
8Q – MALDIVES (CQZ 22) Jim, G3VDB is QRV as 8Q7EJ and will be active in the
RSGB Commonwealth contest. QSL to home call. – ARRL DX
8Q – MALDIVES (CQZ 22) The 425 DX News reports that 8Q7TS by JF1CCH, Tatsu,
will be on from the Maldives Mar 20-31, and the CQWW WPX SSB Contest. Tatsu will be
on CW, SSB and RTTY, 40-10M, possibly also 160 and 80. Everyone will get a bureau card,
but you can QSL to his home call. There will be a Club Log logsearch. -- DDX
FR - REUNION ISLAND (CQZ 39) Listen for F5MNW, Guy, to be QRV as FR/
F5MNW from Reunion Island between March 16 and April 8. -- DDX
VK9C & VK9X CQZ 29) Five JA ops plan to go to Cocos Keeling Island & Christmas Island
the end of July into August and operate holiday style. Call signs are not yet assigned. -- DDX
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Special
Event Operations
SPECIAL
EVENT OPERATIONS
A9 – BAHRAIN (CQZ 21) Special event station A91YA is QRV during 2014 during the context of the Year of Art. QSL via IZ8CLM. – ARRL DX
HB – SWITZERLAND (CQZ 14) Members of the HB9VC club station are celebrating their 40th anniversary throughout 2014 with special call HB40VC. QSLs will be
answered 100% by QSL Global service, for DXers who want the QSL direct, they can
send it to the manager HB9DKZ with SASE. -- DDX
Page 10

YL – LATVIA (CQZ 15) The European Capital of Culture Year for 2014 is Riga,
Latvia and several Latvian Amateur Radio stations have started using the special
YL2014 prefix and will continue through Nov 30. Stations using the prefix include:
YL2014C (YL3DQ/YL5T), YL2014D (YL2TD), YL2014E (YL3HE), YL2014F (YL3FK),
YL2014G (YL3GBC), YL2014I (YL2IU) and YL2014O (YL3FO). A website is currently
under construction at http://riga2014.ham.lv/. -- DDX

V6 – MICRONESIA (CQZ 27) JA1XGI will be celebrating 50 years in Amateur Radio from Micronesia as V650XG on Pohnpei (OC-010) from May 9-15. Activity will
be on 7 through 28 MHz on CW, SSB and RTTY. He'll be using Club Log (OQRS) or
you can QSL via the bureau or direct to JA1XGI. -- OPDX

DX Europe
MT0 - ISLE OF MAN (CQZ 14) Operators Steve/G0FUW, Dave/M0SFT, Simon/M0TTE and Dan/
M0TGN will be active as MT0WCB from the Isle of Man (EU-116) May 10-17. They will be running 2
stations on the air; 1 dedicated for the Digital modes and 1 dedicated for CW. Also, they will be activating SOTA and WAB reference numbers. QSL via M0TGN, direct or by the Bureau. For more details and
updates, visit the Web site at: http://www.mx0wcb.com -- OPDX
OE – AUSTRIA (CQZ 15) The Amateur Radio Section of ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation) and the Documentary Archives Radio Communications/QSL Collection will operate special event station OE14M for
International Marconi Day from Friday, Apr 25 through Sunday Apl 27. QSOs made on Saturday will be valid for the IMD
Award (http://g4usb.net/IMD/imd-2014/). QSL via the bureau to OE1WHC (http://www.qrz.com/db/oe14m). -- DDX
OM - SLOVAK REPUBLIC (CQZ 15). Roman, OM3TOW, is now active as OM44LTE until Dec 31. This special event
call sign is being used to celebrate the allocation of frequencies for the LTE - Long Term Evolution (800 MHz, 1800 MHz and
2600 MHz) in the Slovak Republic. Operator Roman is a spokesman of Regulatory Authority for Electronic Communications
and Postal Services (ex name is Telecommunications Regulatory Authority of the Slovak Republic). The Regulatory Authority
for Electronic Communications and Postal Services is the independent regulatory authority and pricing authority in the sector
of electronic communications and postal services. QSL only via eQSL. If someone needs a "paper QSL" for some award,
please send direct only via his QSL Manager Patrik, OM3RP, with a SAE and sufficient postage. -- OPDX
SV9 – CRETE (CQZ 20) Jukka, OH2AXE is now a permanent resident on Crete and is QRV as SV9/OH2AXE. QSL
direct to home call. – ARRL DX
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DX AFRICA
5H – TANZANIA (CQZ 37) OH2NNE is back in Tanzania and QRV as 5H2DK on
3.5 through 28 MHz SSB until Mar 25. QSL Via OH2NNE. – DDX, ARRL DX
5V – TOGO (CQZ 35) 5V7DX, is a one-man DXpedition from Togo, with

operator I1FQH at the controls. EA3AKY says Franco is operational until Mar
18. He’s on HF CW and SSB from Kpalime Village, near the Ghana border. -DDX
5X UGANDA (CQZ 37) Alan, G3XAQ, is active from Kampala Uganda as 5X1XA
until 16 Mar 2014 as 5X1XA. QSL via G3SWH -- OPDX
6W – SENEGAL (CQZ 35) 6W/F4GPK, Pete, will be QRV from La Somone, Senegal, 50 kilometers south of Dakar, Apr 4-15. QSL direct or via the bureau. – DDX
7Q – MALAWI (CQZ 37) A dozen-man multi-national team will be on a 10-day DXpedition to Malawi and will be active as 7QAA (Note: no second number in the call sign!) in
late November into December. This will include an entry in the CQWW DX CW Contest (Nov 29-30). The group has named itself “The Black Mamba Contest and DXpedition Team” and will enter the CQWW CW Contest in the multi-operator-twotransmitter class. Activity is planned on CW, SSB and a heavy emphasis on RTTY, "24/7,"
and 160-10 meters. There will be daily Club Log and LoTW updates, and traditional cards. The group appears to be headed up by Roger,
ZS6RJ, and is the same group that was active as 3DA0ET last year. The “Black Mambas” also have a new website http://
www.malawidx.org /. -- OPDX
9L - SIERRA LEONE (CQZ 35) Ivo, 9A3A is QRV as 9L1A until the end of May. He is active on 6 meters around 50110 kHz. QSL via
9A2AA. – ARRL DX
A2 – BOTSWANA (CQZ 38) ZS1LL, Schalk, is expected to be QRV Botswana as A22LL Apr 5 -30. He'll be using a portable station
with a dipole and 25 watts from near Maun. Schalk mentioned that he will be on the 20m band operating CW and SSB. Watch 14020 kHz
for CW and between 14180-14240 kHz for SSB (mostly on 14200 kHz calling CQ. QSL via his ZS1LL call book address. – DDX, OPDX
CN – MOROCCO (CQZ 33) CN2R will once again be in the CQWW WPX SSB, by W7EJ, Jim Mar 29-30. Jim, and apparently another op, will be multi-single. Pre and post contest activity will be Mar 12-Apr 2 on HF, CW and SSB. Jim will also do the Russian DX Contest this weekend, Mar 15-16. QSL via W7EJ. Check out the station pix: http://www.arraysolutions.com/Users/cn2r.htm -- DDX
CN, MOROCCO (CQZ 33 Mobile Operation) Operators Leo/PD0HFP and Frans/PA5CA will be traveling through the Morocco
Desert and the Atlas mountain range in a 4×4 Jeep Wrangler vehicle April 5-20. They plan to be active as CN2CA using an Icom 7100
with Harris Solid-State PA into HiQ-5 HF mobile antenna. Operations will be on 80-6 meters. QSL via PA9M, direct (2 GS) or by the Bureau. NO IRCs are accepted. For more details and updates, watch QRZ.com or visit:
http://pa5ca.com/wp/?page_id=170 -- OPDX
CT3 MADERIA ISLANDS (CQZ 33) F5SGI, Jean-Marc, is planning to be QRV from the Madeira Islands as CT9/F5SGI Apr 5-12.
He'll be on 3.5 through 28 MHz, mostly on code. – DDX, ARRL DX
S0 – WESTERN SAHARA (CQZ 33) S01A, Naama, is currently QRV from Western Sahara using a military radio, 40 watts to a dipole. He will try six meters if he can find the gear for it. Nama is looking for Worked all States and tweeting his activity: https://
twitter.com/SaharaDXTeam, plus http://saharadx.jimdo.com/. The Ohio/Penn DX Bulletin also reports S01AH, "Man," Azman Hafed, is a new operator from Western Sahara and may be on the air soon. QSL both via EA2JG. -- DDX
SU – EGYPT (CQZ 34) SU1HZ, Hassan has been operating CW since passing an online CW class, says his QSL manager KB9GSY,
Ayman. Hassan has been operating CW "on and off since" last April. Aman has all of the SU1HZ logs. -- OPDX
TZ – MALI (CQZ 35) After being in the Philippines for nearly three month working with the UN after the recent tsunami disaster
TZ6BB, Fernando, is back in Mali. QSL via W3HNK and LoTW. -- DDX
ZD9 – TRISTAN da CUNHA & GOUGH ISLANDS (CQZ 38 ZS1HF/ZS8M, Pierre, has replaced the radio technician who passed
away" on Gough Island. Pierre’s call sign is ZD8M and ZS1A will handle his QSL duties. ZS1BM, Bani, has left Gough Island. He was on
the air several tmes as ZD9G. Pierre is using SSB and the digital modes and is expected to be there until October. – DDX
ZS8 – MARION ISLAND (CQZ 38) Next month ZS1KX (aka ZD9KX, ZS6KX, ZS7KX), Gerard, will be on his way
to Marion Island. Plans are to disembark from South Africa on April 2nd. He is currently making arrangements to obtain the call ZS8KX
and will "be active from May" of this year -- DDX
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DXDX
ASIA
ASIA
4S - SRI LANKA (CQZ 22) A group of operators are QRV as 4S7DRG, 4S7FRG
and 4S7LXG until Mar 23. This includes a side trip to Barberyn Island, IOTA AS-171.
Activity will be on 160 to 6 meters using CW, SSB, RTTY, PSK and SSTV. QSL via
DL7DF – ARRL DX, DDX
9N – NEPAL (CQZ 22) Andy, UA3AA is QRV as 9N7AA until May 23. He is
active on the HF bands, depending on the local noise conditions. QSL direct to home
call. – ARRL DX
BA – CHINA (CQZ 24) B3/BA3AX and B3/BD3AEO will put an island on the
air, IOTA AS-134, Yuetuo Island, Mar 21-24. Zhang and Lu plan to be on 20, 17 and 15
CW, SSB, RTTY and PSK. QSL bureau or direct to BA3AX with that address on
QRZ.com. – DDX
BY – CHINA (CQZ 23-24) Rules for the 2014 Worked All Provinces of China
(WAPC) DX Contest, which will be held 0600Z April 19 until 0559Z on April 20, can
be found at http://www.mulandxc.org/287 -- DDX
FR – REUNION ISLAND (CQZ 39) FR/OK2KG, George, is on Reunion Island, AF-016, until Mar 15. He is operating holiday style,
40-10M CW and SSB. The gear is a IC-7000 to 7-meter-tall vertical. A bureau QSL is okay and the log will be on Club Log: https://
secure.clublog.org/logsearch/fr/ok2kg -- DDX
XU – CAMBODIA (CQZ 26) KF0RQ, John, is in Cambodia and QRV as XU7ACQ until Mar 22. Activity is on 7 through 28 MHz
running 800 watts into a Hexbeam. QSL via KF0RQ and LoTW. – ARRL DX
XV – VIETNAM (CQZ 26) XV7BM (JA8BMK), Toshi, reports he’s installed an 80 meter dipole. He tells DXCoffee "the site was
pretty good for the low bands and opened towards NA as well as JA but no good openings to EU". Toshi plans to replace the 80m dipole
with a 15 meter high inverted L. Plans are also in the works for a 160 meter vertical, as well some other wire antennas. – DDX, DX Coffee
XV – VIETNAM (CQZ 26) Toshi, JA8BMK is QRV as XV2BM until Mar 25. Activity is holiday style on 160 to 10 meters. Toshi CQs
every 5 minutes daily on 1.815 from 1030 to 1230Z. QSL via JA8BMK.– ARRL DX, DDX
XW - LAOS (CQZ 26) Champ, E21EIC is QRV as XW0YJY until June 30. He is active holiday style on 160 to 6 meters, including 60
meters, using CW, SSB and RTTY. QSL to home call. – ARRL DX
XZ – MYANMAR (CQZ 26) Zorro will be in Myanmar for FGC mission Mar 14-21. He will activate XZ1Z again from Nay Pyi Taw
from Sunday 16th during his spare time. Activity would probably be on high bands. QSL via JH1AJT -- DX Coffee

DX PACIFIC
3D2 – FIJI (CQZ 32) ZL3TE, Wes, will be back on Viti Levu Island
(OC-016), Fiji Islands where he will be QRV as 3D2SE from April 11-14.
He'll be on CW and the digital modes. QSL via ZL3TE and LoTW. -DDX
A3 – TONGA (CQZ 32) Masa, JA0RQV, will) be active from Nuku'alofa,
Tongatapu Island (OC-049), as A35JP Mar 14-20. Operations will be during his
spare time "after primary business, mostly at night in Tongan time (UTC +13 h)
and week end" on 80-6 meters using CW and SSB. Equipment is an IC-7000
(w/100W) into a vertical antenna. QSL via his home call sign, by the Bureau, direct (SASE w/1 IRC) or LoTW. For more details and updates, visit his Blog page
at: http://blog.goo.ne.jp/rqv --OPDX
— Continued next page

“It's not true that I had nothing on. I had the radio on.” - Marilyn Monroe.
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DX
Pacificand
- Oceana
DX More
North,
Central
South America
JD1- OGASAWARA (CQZ 27) Minekazu, JA2NQG, will be active as JD1AAI from Chichijima (AS-031) Apr 9-17. Activity will be
mainly CW with some activity in the JIDX CW Contest (Apr 12-13). Prefecture number is 48. He also mentions that there is no internet
connection at the QTH he is staying. QSL via JA2NQG or JD1AAI, by the Bureau or direct. – OPDX

T8 – PALAU (CQZ 27) Bodo, DF8DX callsign is going to Palau in April. He'll be signing T88QX from April 8-15. QSL via his
home call. -- DDX
PACIFIC TOUR (CQZ 31, 32) Tim, NL8F, says he’ is heading for Norfolk Island (OC-005) to be active as VK9NF (if WIA gets paper
work done on time, if not VK9N/NL8F) March 15-22. He thinks his activity will be mostly on the Digital modes. Next, Tim will head back
to Christmas Island (OC-024) and be active once again as T32TM, Mar 25 - April 2, mostly for the CQWW WPX SSB Contest (Mar 2930). After his T32TM operation, Tim will travel to the Visalia, California, for the International DX Convention before heading back to Alaska on April 6th. As usual, QSL via K8NA his QSL manager for all his operations. – OPDX
VK9M -MELLISH REEF (CQZ 30) Mellish Reef DXpedition is scheduled Mar 28, 2014 to April 9, 2014. After a team discussion the
Leaderboard will not be used for VK9MT. We will be uploading to Clublog so you can check whether you're in the log. We decided that
the optional Leaderboard function would not help in achieving our stated goal of providing an ATNO for as many as possible.—OPDX
ZL7 – CHATHAM ISLAND (CQZ 32) OE2SNL, Franz, is expected to be QRV as ZL7/OE2SNL from Chatham
Islands March 13-20, before teaming up with the ZL7AAA team. If the Internet is reliable he plans to upload his log data
"periodically". He has a web page for his solo operation at http://www.oe2snl.at/zl7-oe2snl-2014/. The ZL7AAA operations are expected
to take place from March 21-31. They have a Website at http://www.qsl.net/zl7aaa/. QSL via ZL7/OE2SNL via OE2SNL and ZL7AAA via
VE7NY. -- DDX

DX North, Central and South America
5J0 - SAN ANDRES (CQZ 07) Operators Robert/N7QT, Melanie/AB1UH, Hugh/W4VAB and Guy/
N7UN will be active as 5J0X from San Andres Island (NA-033) Apr 2-14. Activity will be holiday style
(suitcase expedition) on 80-10 meters using CW and SSB. QSL via N7QT, direct (NO IRCs) or by the
Bureau. Log will be uploaded to LoTW. -- OPDX
HH – HAITI (CQZ 08) N3BNA, Dale, has been "invited to lead a group of amateurs to help build an
AM tower in Haiti" for installation in November and eventually leading to a small group of Amateur Radio operators to go to Haiti (HH) and participate in the ARRL 160 Meter Contest. - DDX
HH – HAITI (CQZ 08) N5JC, John, and N5JR, Joel, are heading to Haiti where they will be QRV as
HH2/N5JC and HH2/N5JR. Activity will be on 80 through 10 meters with a focus on CW, RTTY and
the 79-WARC bands Mar 25 – Apr 1.. QSL both calls via N5JR. They will be joined by HH2JR, JeanRobert to operate in the CQ WPX SSB Contest with special call sign 4V1JR as "issued to the Radio
Club D'Haiti for this occasion". QSL 4V1JR via W3HNK – DDX
HR – HONDURAS (CQZ 07) F2JD, Gerard, is back in Copan, Honduras until June 4. He will be
operating as HR5/F2JD on the HF bands on CW, SSB and RTTY. QSL via F6AJA either direct or via
the REF QSL bureau. His logs will be uploaded at http://lesnouvellesdx.fr/voirlogs.php. -- DDX
J6 – ST LUCIA (CQZ 08) Nobby, G0VJG, will be active as J6/G0VJG from St. Lucia (NA-108) June 5-18. Activity is usually 40-10
meters using SSB only. QSL via G4DFI. -- OPDX
OA – PERU (CQZ 10) Hutch, NK0S is QRV as OA4/NK0S from the Radio Club of Peru club station until March 25. Activity is holiday style on the HF bands using primarily SSB with some CW and digital modes. QSL to home call. – ARRL DX
P4 – ARUBA (CQZ 09) P40W by W2GD, tower and antenna man John Crovelli, will again be on from Aruba for the WPX SSB, Mar
29-30. The inclusive visit dates for John will be Mar 25-31. He likes 160, 80, 30, 17 and 12, "as time permits" outside the contests,
and 160 "on the hour" and 80 "on the half hour." (That may be during the WPX event, and presumably hours of darkness or grayline.) QSL direct to N2MM or on LoTW, no more bureau cards from John. He will put the log on LoTW after the operation. - DDX
TI8 - COSTA RICA (CQZ 07) Operators Mike/W1USN and Bob/AA1M will once again be active as TI8/home call from Costa Rica
Mar 21-Apr 1. Activity will be on 80-10 meters using CW, SSB, PSK31 and maybe some RTTY. Look for Mike to be operating in the
CQWW WPX SSB Contest (Mar 29-30). QSL both call signs via LoTW or via their home call signs, direct and by the Bureau. – OPDX
YS – EL SALVADOR (CQZ 07) YS1/NP3J in El Salvador, operator JA6WFM, Hiro, is active now through the end of the year. He is
on 80-6 CW and SSB. QSL to EA5GL. -- DDX
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1.04 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION PROCEDURES
1.04 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION PROCEDURES Membership shall be applied for as
follows:
a. Sponsor - All potential members must be sponsored by an existing NFDXA voting member before any consideration for membership is given, otherwise the individual will be
considered as a guest only. Before any individual is sponsored for membership, the potential sponsor must know the individual well enough to support discussions on application.
The sponsor, at a regularly scheduled meeting, will announce his intent to sponsor a new
member. Before the next meeting the potential member attends, the sponsor shall explain
to the potential member the procedure for becoming an NFDXA member.
b. Introduction - The sponsor of any potential member shall personally introduce the potential member to all members during the first regular meeting attended and at all Association functions the potential member is invited to attend. The potential member shall attend
three regular meetings of the Association before application for membership is voted on.
made. During the three regular meetings it is the responsibility of the membership to learn
as much about the potential member as possible in order to support appropriate voting on
application.
c. Application - After being introduced as a potential member the third meeting visited, the
prospect sponsor will be given the URL to download the application form an application
and return mail address by the Secretary to pass to the potential member. The potential
member (now applicant) will complete and return mail in the application within ten days.
The application will be posted on the club website for consideration by the members. No
further consideration will be given for membership if the applicant decides not to return
the application within the specified time.
d. Approval - During the third next regular meeting after an application is received the
President shall present the application to the membership for approval or disapproval. The
application shall be read aloud and the consideration for membership openly discussed.
After all discussion is completed the applicant shall be voted on by the voting membership
by a show of hands. A majority of voting members present must cast FOR votes to elect an
applicant to membership. except that three votes AGAINST membership will deny the applicant membership in NFDXA.
Applicants and guests will not be present in the room while open discussion and voting on
an applicant is taking place. The Secretary shall record and announce the voting outcome.
e. Reconsideration - Any applicant denied membership may be sponsored again for potential membership provided at least 90 days has passed since last application was voted on.
The reconsideration shall be processed just as if the potential member is being sponsored
for the first time.
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March 2014 DX Calendar (Edited from http://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html)
Dates
2014 2014
Mar01 Mar28

Entity

Call Sign

QSL via

Source

Surinam

PZ5VC

ON4AVT

DXW.Net By ON4AVT; mainly PSK
20131108

2014 2014
Mar06 Apr02

Madeira

CT9

Home Call

425DXN By DL3KWR as CT9/DL3KWR and DL3KWF as CT9/DL3KWF; focus on WARC
20140215 bands; CW + digital

2014 2014
Mar07 Mar15

Reunion

FR[

OK2KG

425DXN By OK2KG as FR/OK2KG; 40-10m; CW SSB; holiday style operation; QSL OK via Buro
20140308 or direct

2014 2014
Mar07 Mar31

Togo

5V7DX

LotW

OPDX
By I1FQH fm Kpalime Village; focus on 12 10m; mainly CW, some SSB; QSL also OK via
20140309 I1FQH, Buro or direct; exact end date unclear

2014 2014
Mar08 Mar14

Palau

T88XT

VK3BY

425DXN
By VK3BY fm OC-009; 80-6m; SSB; QSL OK via Buro or direct, also eQSL
20140301

2014 2014
Mar10 Mar23

Sri Lanka

LotW

DXW.Net By DK1BT et al as 4S7DRG, 4S7FRG and 4S7LXG; 160-6m; CW SSB RTTY PSK31
20131106 RTTY; 4 stations; QSL also OK via DL7DF, DARC Buro or direct

2014 2014
Mar13 Mar26

Chatham I

ZL7

OE2SNL

2014 2014
Mar14 Mar16

Jersey

MJ5Z

LotW

M0CFW By M0CFW; QRV for Russian DX Contest and BARTG RTTY Contest; QSL also OK via
20140220 M0CFW

2014 2014
Mar14 Mar20

Tonga

A35JP

LotW

DXW.Net By JA0RQV fm Nuku'alofa, Tongatapu I (OC-049); 80-6m; CW SSB; QSL also OK via
20140226 JA0RQV, Buro or direct

2014 2014
Mar14 Apr03

Lesotho

7P8PB

LotW

EI7CC
By EI7CC; fm 7P8CC; holiday style operation; QSL also OK via EI7CC, EI Buro or direct
20140304

2014 2014
Mar14 Apr11

Tanzania

5H3MB

LotW

425DXN
By IK2GZU fm Ilembula; QSL also OK via IK2GZU, Buro or direct
20140201

2014 2014
Mar15 Mar21

Myanmar

XZ1Z

JH1AJT

JH1AJT
By JH1AJT; focus on high bands; spare time operation
20140309

2014 2014
Mar15 Mar22

Norfolk I

VK9NF

K8NF

DXW.Net
By NL8F; mainly digital; may use VK9N/NL8F
20140211

2014 2014
Mar16 Mar19

Mozambique

C91GR

ZS6AYU

ZS6AYU
By ZS6AYU; 40-10m; CW; 350w; vertical; holiday style operation
20140228

2014 2014
Mar16 Apr08

Reunion

FR

F5MNW

DXW.Net
By F5MNW as FR/F5MNW; HF; CW
20140214

2014 2014
Mar20 Apr01

Austral Is

TX6G

LotW

G3XTT By G3BJ et al fm Raivavae I (OC-114); all bands; CW SSB RTTY; 3 stations; K3s + am20131203 plifiers; beach vertical arrays; QSL also OK via G3TXF and ClubLog OQRS

2014 2014
Mar20 Apr01

Chatham
Is

ZL7AAA

VE7NY

VE7NY
By ZS1FJ VE7NY OE2SNL ZL1GMB; HF; SSB CW RTTY
20140207

2014 2014
Mar21 Apr04

Mayotte

TO7BC

DL7BC

DXW.Net By DL7BC; 20-10m, perhaps 40m; QSL OK via DARC Buro or direct; QRV for CW
20130908 WPX SSB Contest

2014 2014
Mar23 Mar30

Andaman
Is

VU4K

W4VKU
OQRS

DXW.Net
By W4VKU fm Port Blair; 40-10m, possibly 80m; SSB RTTY
20140127

2014 2014
Mar23 Mar31

Fiji

3D2FJ

LotW

2014 2014
Mar23 Mar31

Togo

5V7

Home Call

2014 2014
Mar28 Apr09

Mellish
Reef

VK9MT

M0URX

4S7]

Details

OE2SNL
By OE2SNL as ZL7/OE2SNL fm OC-038; 80-10m; focus on RTTY, also CW
20131114

VA3RJ
By K0UU fm Beqa I (OC-016, WLOTA 0215); 80-10m; CW; QSL also OK via K0UU
20130926 direct; holiday style operation
PA3CWN By F5MVB as 5V7MP and F5AOW as 5V7BJ; QSL OK via REF Buro or direct (US$2 or 1
20140207 IRC, w/ SAE)
425DXN
By team; OQRS available
20131026

CQ WW WPX Contest, SSB (Mar 29-30, 2014) Check here for pre-contest activity too.
2014 2014
Mar29 Apr05

Cape
Verde Is

D44TEG

HB9EBT

DXW.Net By HB9EBT fm Tarrafal, Santiago I (AF-005); 20-10m; CW PSK RTTY; QSL OK via Buro
20140301 or direct

“I do not think that the wireless waves I have discovered will have any practical application”
- Heinrich Rudolf Hertz
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April 2014 DX Calendar (Edited from http://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html)
Dates

Entity

Call Sign

QSL via

Source

Details

By N7QT AB1UH W4VAB N7UN fm San Andres I (NAN7UN
033); 80-10m; CW SSB; holiday style operation; QSL also
20140222
OK via N7QT, Buro or direct (no IRCs)

2014 2014
Apr02 Apr14

San Andres &
Providencia

5J0X

LotW

2014 2014
Apr04 Apr15

Senegal

6W

F4GPK DXW.Net By F4GPK as 6W/F4GPK fm Le Somone; 160-10m
20140310

2014 2014
Apr04 Apr18

Tonga

A35

LotW

DXW.Net By GM3WOJ as A35V and GM4YXI as A35X; 160-10m;
20140115 CW SSB RTTY

2014 2014
Apr05 Apr12

Madeira

CT9

F5SGI

F5SGI
By F5SGI as CT9/F5SGI; 80-10m; mainly CW; QSL OK via
20140226 REF Buro or direct

2014 2014
Apr05 Apr17

Easter I

CE0Y

CE1WFN

2014 2014
Apr05 Apr18

Bonaire

PJ4H

2014 2014
Apr07 Apr14

Dominican
Republic

HI7

EA5ZD

2014 2014
Apr08 Apr15

Palau

T88QX

LotW

2014 2014
Apr09 Apr17

Ogasawara

2014 2014
Apr09 Apr20

American Samoa

KH8

DL2AWG

2014 2014
Apr11 Apr14

Fiji

3D2SE

LotW

2014 2014
Apr15 Apr16

Antigua

2014 2014
Apr16 Apr24

Montserrat

2014 2014
Apr18 Apr25

San Andres &
Providencia

DXW.Net
By CE1WFN as CE0Y/CE1WFN; HF
20140304
DJ2VO
By DJ2VO DL3KMS DK7AN; 160-10m; CW SSB RTTY
20140220

JD1AAI JD1AAI

V26MN DF8AN

ZP9MCE By ZP9MCE fm Punta Cana beach; 40-20m; CW; QRP;
20140109 holiday style operation
DXW.Net By DF8DX fm OC-009; 40-10m; CW, some SSB; QSL also
20140213 OK via DF8DX
JA2NQG By JA2NQG; CW; some activity in JIDX CW; QSL also OK
20140220 via JA2NQG
DL2AWG By DL2AWG DL6JGN PA3EWP as TBA fm Ofu I (OC20140202 077); 40-10m; RTTY CW SSB; 600w; ground planes
By ZL3TE fm Viti Levu (OC-016); QRV for JIDX CW; outZL3TE
side contest mainly CW, some digital; QSL also OK via
20140213
ZL3TE
OPDX
By DF8AN fm NA-015; 160-6m; mainly CW; 100w; long
20140303 wire + dipoles; QSL OK via DARC Buro or direct

VP2MM
OPDX
By DF8AN fm NA-103; 160-6m; mainly CW; 100w; long
DF8AN
N
20140303 wire + dipoles; QSL OK via DARC Buro or direct
HK0

LW9EOC

LW9EOC By LW9EOC as HK0/LW9EOC fm San Andres I; 80-10m;
20131204 CW SSB

2014 2014
St Kitts & Nevis
Apr24 Apr25

V4

DF8AN

By DF8AN as V4/DF8AN fm St Kitts I (NA-104); 160-6m;
OPDX
mainly CW; 100w; long wire + dipoles; QSL OK via DARC
20140303 Buro or direct

2014 2014
St Kitts & Nevis
Apr25 Apr29

V4

DF8AN

By DF8AN as V4/DF8AN fm Nevis I (NA-104); 160-6m;
OPDX
mainly CW; 100w; long wire + dipoles; QSL OK via DARC
20140303 Buro or direct

2014 2014
Apr27 May11

Ogasawara

JD1BMH

2014 2014
Apr29 May07

Palau

T88ST

JD1BMH

Buro
JR3STX

JG7PSJ By JG7PSJ fm Chichijima I (AS-031); 40-10m; CW SSB
20140310 RTTY; QSL also OK via JG7PSJ Direct
JR3STX
By JR3STX; 80-6m; CW SSB RTTY
20140109

Hams
"The only people who can communicate beyond the range of their own senses without the aid
of governments or corporations.” - 200 metres and down (1932)
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NFDXA 2014 Dual Band DX Contest - Thru 3/10/2014
NFDXA
Club DX
Contest
First Half of
2014 Work
Entities on
Two Bands
Use CQ Entity List.

Russian DX Contest
1200Z 15 Mar-1200Z 16 Mar
All HF Bands 160 - 10 M
(Excluding WARC Bands)
Exchange: Sinal report plus
QSO number starting at 001
8 Single Op Categories
2 Multi-op Categories
For category details,
rules and log submission
information go to
http://www.rdxc.org/asp/
pages/rulesg.asp

This is a 6 month,
multi-band challenge in which contestants choose
one band from the
high group (2010m) and a second
from the low group
(160-30m).
Participants earn
one point per DX
entity in the bands
of their choice.
QSOs must be
made from each
entrant’s home
QTH or mobile.
The contest officially begins at
0000Z January 1,
2014 and ends at
0000Z June 30,
2014.

High
AB4UF
AC4ET
K3LB
K4EB
K4UTE
KB4CRT
KC4FWS
KX4WW
N1WON
N4EPD
N4GFO
N4JBK
N4KE
N4UF
NF4L
NO4J
NU4Y
NW4C
VP5YZ
W1FO
W4FDA
W4GJ
WA4B

20M
17M

Points

23
75

15M

Low Points Total

40M
40M

40M

20M

139

40M

20M

33

160M

WA6EZV
WR4K

0
0
31
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
101
0
0
39
0
0
0

54
135

240

72

0
20M

136

40M 98

234

中国（
）DX竞赛
竞赛
中国（WAPC）
The 3rd Worked All Chinese Provinces Contest
Objective
Amateurs around the world can work any other amateurs during the 24 hour contest period, while contacts with amateurs in Chinese
provinces, municipal cities, autonomous regions, and special administration regions as many as possible are encouraged.
Contest Date
The Third WAPC will begin at 06:00z, 19 April (3rd Saturday) and end at 05:59z, 20 April, 2014.
Bands andModes
Bands: 5 amateur bands, 80-40-20-15-10 meter bands; WARC bands excluded.
Modes: 3 modes, CW, SSB, and MIXED (Both CW and SSB modes).
General Rules http://www.mulandxc.org/287
Exchange
Initiate your contest call with CQ WAPC.
- Non-Chinese station: signal report with a S/N, start from 001. e.g. 59(9) 001.
- Chinese station: signal report with a two character shorthand for the Chinese provinces, municipal cities, autonomous regions, and spe-

The meek may inherit the earth … but never a good run frequency
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The ‘Armstrong Oscillator’
101 years ago Edwin Armstrong demonstrated his "regenerative detector" and
changed receiving and receivers -- and ham radio -- forever. The story is outlined
in this Electronic Design magazine article including an opportunity to copy the
sounds of alternator-generated signals as Armstrong heard them, nearly a century
ago. (http://electronicdesign.com/blog/armstrong-and-sarnoff-101-years-ago)
--ARRL Contest Update hp://www.arrl.org/contests/update/?issue=2014-02-26

MAR 20 WEBINAR-CONTESTING TIPS FOR LITTLE PISTOLS
The World Wide Radio Operators Foundation (WWROF) is pleased to present the
popular "Contesting Tips for Little Pistols" by Dan Zeitlin K2YWE. Dan shares his collected
wisdom and lessons learned for the little pistol. Topics included include:

-

- Elements of Success
- Contest Basics - a refresher
- Strategy
- Station and Software Considerations
Operating Tips & Best Practices

Date: Wednesday, March 19
Time: 9 PM EDT (Thursday, March 20 - 01:00 UTC)
Registration: https://www2.gotomeeting.com/
register/213946170

Credit for much the DX
news, illustrations and
information contained in this
publication goes to a variety
of sources including, but not
limited to the following:
The Daily DX (DDX)
(http://www.dailydx.com),
Ohio-Penn DX Bulletin
(OPDX) (http://
www.papays.com/opdx.html),
DX World of Ham Radio
(DX World.net) (http://
www.dx-world.net/),
425 DX News (425 DXN)
(http://www.425dxn.org/)

DXAC Report Posted
The American Radio Relay League (ARRL) has posted the DX
Advisory Committee (DXAC) report, which was submitted at the
January 2014 ARRL Board of Directors meeting at
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/About%20ARRL/Committee%
20Reports/2014/January/Doc_30.pdf -- DDX

AS A REMINDER . . .
The U.S. Postal Service introduced Global Forever®, a new
international rate stamp in 2013. The Global Forever® stamp offers
a single price for any First-Class Mail International 1-ounce letter
to any country in the world. The Global Forever® stamp may also
be used to mail a 2-ounce letter to Canada.
This stamp features a rendering of Earth composed of images
created from satellite data and redesigned with 3D computer technology. The view of our planet shows the Atlantic Ocean flanked
by the Americas, Africa, and part of northern Europe. In the stamp
art, the globe is isolated on a white background. The shape of the
stamp is round. The text, which surrounds the image of Earth,
includes the words “Global Forever.” — USPS

Two hydrogen atoms meet. One says, 'I've lost my electron.' The
other says, 'Are you sure?' The first replies, 'Yes, I'm positive.'
(Drum roll...Cymbol Clash)

NG3K Amateur Radio
Contest/DX Page (NG3K)
(http://www.ng3k.com/),
The DX Magazine (DXM)
(http://www.dxpub.com/),
DX Coffee (DXC)
http://www.dxcoffee.com/
eng/
DARC DXNL (DXNL)
(http://www.dxhf.darc.de/),
ARRL (ARRL DX)
(http://www.arrl.org),
Finally, Off- air and word of
mouth from those who
turned on their radios,
listened, and then told The
PileUp what they heard.
— NW4C

“I love the smell
of tube gear in the
Ham Shack, it smells
of... History.”
- Unknown

PileUp
Editor
Warren Croke, NW4C
4092 NW 23 Circle
Gainesville, FL 32605
USA
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And so it goes . . .

FIRST CLASS MAIL

http://nfdx a.com/p://nf dxa.com/

http://nfdxa.com
Copied from The DXer, the newsletter of the Northern California DX Club

The Last Word
Now and then every DXer runs across an entity that no
matter how hard or when he/she listens they can’t even hear
the DX well enough to even try for a good contact, much less
make one. Such was my case with the VK9X/K7CO Christmas Island operation that wrapped up on Tuesday.
Sadly, VK9X happens to be one of the entities I need for
HR. I was able to hear them well enough to call one morning
on 20 SSB – and even then he was an S0-R2 at best! I did hear
several 4s up in the Carolinas work him but only one in our
area of North Florida have a QSO. K4UTE (no surprise
Warren NW4C
there!) scored last Monday on 17 SSB but as far as I know
Rich is the only one with a contact.
I really shouldn’t complain—at least I heard him (finally) on a multi-band dipole
oriented in the wrong direction and I even had a shot at him. Unfortunately the
shot I fired was a blank! Such are the vagaries of DX . . .
BTW, all is not lost for those of us with a VK9X need. There’s word of a Japanese group doing an Indian Ocean VK9 double-header in late-July early-August to
both Cocos Keeling and Christmas Island (See DX Indian Ocean, p 9). The troubling phrase in that announcement is ‘operate holiday style’.
Oh well, as the saying goes, hope springs eternal in the breast of every DXer.
May the good DX be yours. -- NW4C

